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Project Introduction

Welcome to the world of competitive Pokémon!

● The “official” style of competitive battling is called Video Game 
Championships (VGC)

● Players ‘train’ their pokémon teams using online simulators,
like Pokémon Showdown!

● Stakeholders:

○ Competitive Pokémon battling community, ranked and casuals players

○ Pokémon Showdown - to track changes in the metagame

○ Official Pokémon Tournaments Organizers

Question: is it possible to predict the outcome of VGC battles?

https://pokemonshowdown.com/


Goal: AI model to predict winners of VGC battles from Pokémon Showdown! replay logs 
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battle replay logs are full of data!
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Data Gathering

web scraping
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total: 14,474 battle.log files



Data Cleaning

web scraping
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parse battle information into a dataframe

*supplemental data includes base stats and typing for all pokémon



Data Cleaning

transform battle parameters into a large vector space

0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0,1,0,0...5,0,0,0

Weather, Field, etc... Pokemon 1 Pokemon 2 Pokemon 8..................................

Input Vector (D = 492)
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weather
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5 turns
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Rillaboom 100% hp, no status issues, etc…

MODELS

Output = WINNER!



Exploratory Data Analysis

analyzing battle outcomes and length:

- equal chance of p1
  vs p2 winning

- no advantage to
  going first (and no
  class imbalance)

- filter out battles that
  end in a tie

- filter out battles that are
  shorter than 5 turns



Exploratory Data Analysis

analyzing team composition: are certain pokémon more likely to win or lose?



Exploratory Data Analysis

analyzing team composition: are certain pokémon more likely to win or lose?



Exploratory Data Analysis

analyzing pokémon base stats: where do the top pokémon fall?

- gray dots = stat distribution
  for all pokémon

- top 50 pokémon highlighted



Modeling: RandomForest Classifier

Data Input:
- focus only on the Pokémon at the start of 

each battle (ignoring the battle process)

Model:
- RandomForest Classifier
- ExtraTree Classifier

Accuracy: ~ 61%

Remark:
- If we consider the Pokémon on each turn 

and include the battle conditions, accuracy 
increases to 79%



Modeling: Classifier
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Data Input:
- vectorized status of turns 

(flattened to 2-dimension, 
rescaled to fed models)

- all features counted

Model:
- input a turn
- output prediction of the 

final winner

Extra Trees Classifier:
has highest accuracy 78.0%

Modeling: Turn-based Model Selection

← Polyfeatures may run out of memory



Issue: small k but large accuracy

(Recall: most battles last 5 turns)

Modeling: Turn-based KNN

Fact: underlying distribution

(stratification not prefered)

Possible Fix: split battles instead of turns

Same Battle: Turn 1, Turn 2

Train: Turn 1 Test: Turn 2

Same Winner

Split

Label Predict



Model 1: ‘toy model’ 

- Accuracy 59-60% in predicting the correct winner

- may be biased based on the remaining total HP 
and number of pokémon remaining

Model 2: weighted NN

- reduced influence of the total HP of pokémon 
remaining by decreasing the weight

- Accuracy dropped to 55% to give a correct 
winner prediction

Modeling: Neural Network
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Applications: analyzing team dynamics
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Applications: analyzing team dynamics

Pokémons that play similar roles: Pokémons that play different roles:

- medium speed
- moderate durability

- powerful special attacks which 
hits both opponent pokemons

BEST support
Pokémon EVER

Best Physical Attacker 
under Trick Room 

VS
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